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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
wLet F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p ) 0. In BK1,
xBK2 , we have revealed and exploited various relations between the
Ž .branching rules from GL F to its Levi subgroups on one hand, andn
Ž .decompositions of tensor products over GL F itself on the other. Forn
Ž .example, if L is some irreducible rational GL F -module and V is then
Ž .natural GL F -module, there is a close relationship between the highestn
Ž Ž ..weight vectors relative to GL F in the restriction Lx and theny1 G L ŽF .ny 1
Ž Ž .. Uhighest weight vectors relative to GL F in the tensor product L m V .n
In this paper we obtain more results in this direction, some of which are
valid for an arbitrary type.
To describe our main results, we adopt standard Lie theoretic notation.
Ž . w xLet G be a connected reductive algebraic group over F. As in J , R
denotes the root system of G with respect to a fixed maximal torus T ,
Rq; R denotes the set of positive roots determined by a choice of Borel
q  4 qsubgroup B containing T , and a , . . . , a ; R is the corresponding1 l
Ž .base for R. Denote the highest long root of R by a and the longest0
Ž . Ž .element of the Weyl group W s N T rT by w . We write X T for theG 0
Ž =. Ž . Ž = .character group Hom T , F , Y T for the cocharacter group Hom F , T
² : Ž . Ž . kand let ? , ? be the natural pairing X T = Y T “ Z. For a g R, a
Ž . qŽ .denotes the corresponding coroot in Y T , and X T denotes the set
 Ž . <² k: 4l g X T l, a G 0, i s 1, . . . , l of dominant weights.i
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qŽ .All G-modules are assumed to be rational. For l g X T , we have the
Ž . Ž . Ž .G-modules L l , D l , and = l , which are the irreducible, the standard
Ž .or Weyl , and the costandard G-modules with highest weight l. Let
Ž . w xDist G be the algebra of distributions of G as in J, I.7 , which is
Ž . Žn. Žn.generated by Dist T and the ``divided power'' root generators X , Ya a
for a g Rq, n G 1. Write X Žn. s X Žn., Y Žn. s Y Žn. for i s 1, . . . , l . If Gi a i ai i
Ž .is semisimple and simply connected which we may assume for the proofs ,
Ž .Dist G coincides with the hyperalgebra of G arising from the Chevalley
Ž .construction. We note that any G-module is a Dist G -module in a natural
w xway; see J, I.7.11, II.1.20 .
Ž .Given a weight n g X T and a G-module M, M denotes the n-weightn
qŽ .space of M. If in addition m g X T is a dominant weight, we define
m < Žbi. ² k:M [ ¤ g M X ¤ s 0 for all b ) m , a and i s 1, 2, . . . , l , 4i i i
and let M m [ M m l M denote its n-weight space. Our first result gener-n n
alizes a well-known fact in characteristic 0 which goes back to Kostant, see
w xPRV, Theorem 2.1 for a proof in that case. The proof in characteristic p
is essentially the same.
qŽ .THEOREM A. Let l, m g X T , and M be any G-module. Then
Hom D l , M m = m ( M m .Ž . Ž .Ž .G lym
Ž .To explain our interest in the theorem, suppose that M s L n is an
qŽ .irreducible module for some fixed n g X T . Then, for m large relative
m Ž .to n , we see that M s M , so by the theorem, L n (lym lym lym
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .Hom D l , L n m = m . So to compute the formal character of L n itG
suffices to describe the Hom space in Theorem A for l, m large. In view of
the universality of standard modules, this is equivalent to describing the
Ž . Ž .highest weight vectors of weight l in L n m = m .
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž U . Ž U .We note that Hom D l , L n m = m ( Hom L n , = l mG G
Ž .. U U= m where n , l are the dual dominant weights; its dimension is
Ž U . Ž U . Ž .precisely the multiplicity of L n in the socle of = l m = m . Our next
result reveals some extra structure related to restricted weights of the
socle of such tensor products. Recall that a dominant weight l is called
r ² k: rp -restricted if l, a - p for all i s 1, 2, . . . , l . A semisimple module isi
called pr-restricted if all of its composition factors have pr-restricted
highest weights.
qŽ .THEOREM B. Let m, n g X T and a g R be the highest root. If m is0
r ² k: r Ž . Ž . rp -restricted and n , a - p then the socle of = m m = n is p -re-0
stricted.
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In particular, we note that any minuscule weight n satisfies the condition
in Theorem B for all r. Theorem B is false if we weaken the assumption
² k: r rn , a - p to assume only that n is p -restricted; see Remark 3.5 for a0
counterexample in this case.
Ž . Ž .Now we specialize to the case that G s GL n s GL F . As usual, taken
Ž . qT to be all diagonal matrices in GL n and B to be all upper triangular
Ž . Ž .matrices. We identify the weight lattice X T with the set X n of all
Ž .n-tuples l s l , l , . . . , l of integers, l corresponding to the character1 2 n
Ž . l1 ln qŽ . qŽ . diag t , . . . , t ‹ t ??? t , and X T with the set X n s l g1 n 1 n
Ž . < 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .X n l G ??? G l . We write L l , D l , = l for the irreducible,1 n n n n
Žstandard and costandard modules, and « denotes the weight 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0,i
.. . . , 0 with 1 in the ith position.
w xThe connection between Theorem A and our earlier results BK1, BK2
Ž .arises as follows. Embed GL n y 1 into the top left-hand corner of
Ž . mGL n . If m s yl« for l G 0, the space M appearing in Theorem An lym
is precisely the space of vectors in M which are highest weight vectorslym
Ž . Žb.with respect to the subgroup GL n y 1 , satisfying in addition X ¤ s 0ny1
for any b ) l . By directly constructing the isomorphism appearing in
Theorem A, we obtain the following extension of Theorem A to irre-
ducible modules in one important special case.
qŽ .THEOREM C. Fix l, m g X n with l s m . For any submodule M ofn n
Ž .= l ,n
Hom L m , M m = yl« ( Hom L m , M x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .G LŽn. n n n G LŽny1. ny1 G LŽny1.
n Ž . Ž .where l s Ý l y m and m s m , . . . , m denote the restriction of mis1 i i 1 ny1
Ž .to T l GL n y 1 .
We believe it is an important problem to describe the socle of
Ž . Ž Ž ..L l x which appears in Theorem C if M s L l , for anyn G LŽny1. n
qŽ .l g X n . We refer to this problem as the modular branching problem for
the general linear group. A complete answer only exists in some special
Ž .cases, namely, the ``first level'' and when L l x is semisimple; seen G LŽny1.
w xK4, B1, BKS . By the known characteristic 0 branching rule, together with
Ž Ž .basic properties of good filtrations, the space Hom D m ,G LŽny1. ny1
Ž . .= l x is 0 unless l F m F l for i s 1, . . . , n y 1, when it isn G LŽny1. iq1 i i
one-dimensional. Hence, each of the three spaces
Hom D m , L l x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .G LŽny1. ny1 n G LŽny1.
Hom L m , = l x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .G LŽny1. ny1 n G LŽny1.
Hom L m , L l xŽ . Ž .Ž .G LŽny1. ny1 n G LŽny1.
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are at most one-dimensional, the last of which computes the socle. More-
over, the last Hom space is non-zero if and only if both of the first two are
non-zero.
Our final result, which is a consequence of Theorem C, reduces the
problem of calculating any of the three Hom spaces to just the first. We
are not aware of a direct proof of Theorem D working only with branching
rules.
qŽ . qŽ .THEOREM D. Fix l g X n and m g X n y 1 such that l F miq1 i
U qŽ . Ž .F l for 1 F i F n y 1. Let l s yl , yl , . . . , yl g X n y 1i n ny1 2
U Ž . qŽ .and m s yl , ym , . . . , ym g X n . Then,Ä n ny1 1
Hom L m , = l xŽ . Ž .Ž .G LŽny1. ny1 n G LŽny1.
U U( Hom D l , L m x .Ž .Ž . ÄŽ .G LŽny1. ny1 n G LŽny1.
Ž . Ž .Consequently, L m lies in the socle of L l x if and only if bothny1 n G LŽny1.
Hom D m , L l x andŽ . Ž .Ž .G LŽny1. ny1 n G LŽny1.
U UHom D l , L m xŽ .Ž . ÄŽ .G LŽny1. ny1 n G LŽny1.
are non-zero.
In particular, Theorem D means that to calculate the socle of
Ž . Ž .L l x for all l, it is sufficient to calculate the space of GL n y 1n G LŽny1.
Ž .highest weight vectors in L l for all l, or equivalently, the socle ofn
Ž . w xqL l x . In B2, Sect. 5.3 , the first author described an algo-n B l G LŽny1.
Ž .rithm for calculating the space of highest weight vectors in L l x .n G LŽny1.
This is computationally intensive, depending on first calculating the Gram
matrix for the contravariant form on certain weight spaces of Weyl
< <modules, so is viable only for partitions of size l - 12. Combining this
with Theorem D means it is now possible to compute explicitly the socle of
Ž .L l x for small l.n G LŽny1.
Finally, we remark that there is an analogue of Theorem B for
qŽ . rthe branching problem: if l g X n is p -restricted, the socle of
Ž . r w= l x is also p -restricted. This is a generalization of K1, Theo-n G LŽny1.
x Ž . Ž . Ž .rem B for type A , where this was proved with = l replaced by L l .n n
In fact, the proof of the more general version is identical to the proof in
w xK1 , combined with Lemma 3.2 from this paper.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM A
We assume throughout the section that G is semisimple and simply
Ž .connected. Theorem A and Theorem B as stated in the Introduction
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reduce to this case by standard arguments. The point is that then, the
Ž .algebra of distributions Dist G can be identified with the hyperalgebra U
of G, so can be constructed explicitly by first choosing a Chevalley system
Ž . Ž .x , h in the corresponding semisimple Lie algebra g over C,a a g R i 1F iF l
then taking the Z-subalgebra U of the universal enveloping algebra ofZ
k w xg generated by all x rk!, and finally setting U s U m F; see J, II.1.12a Z
w x Žn. Žn. Ž . Ž n .and S . The elements X , Y g Dist G coincide with x rn! m 1,a a a
Ž n . qx rn! m 1 g U, respectively, for a g R .ya
w xBy J, II.1.20 , there is an equivalence of categories between the category
of all G-modules and the category of locally finite U-modules. We denote
q Ž y. Žk . Ž Žk ..by U resp., U the subalgebra of U generated by all X resp., Ya a
for a g Rq, k G 0. Also, let U 0 be the subalgebra generated by all
h h y 1 ??? h y k q 1Ž . Ž .H i i ii [ m 1,ž / k!k
w xfor 1 F i F l and k G 0. Kostant's Z-form for U S, Theorem 2 gives aZ
PBW type basis for each of U, Uy, U 0, and Uq, on tensoring with F.
We call a weight vector ¤ in a G-module a highest weight ¤ector if it is
annihilated by all X Žk . for a g Rq, k G 1. The following fundamentala
w .xresult can be found in J, II.2.13b
( ) Ž .2.1. Universality of Standard Modules . The module D m is generated
by any highest weight ¤ector ¤ of weight m, and, moreo¤er, any G-modulem
Ž .generated by a highest weight ¤ector of weight m is a quotient of D m .
Ž . 0We often regard elements of X T as homomorphisms U “ F. For a
dominant weight m let
Žbi. < ² k:X m [ X 1 F i F l , b ) m , a ,Ž .  4i i i
Žbi. < ² k:Y m [ Y 1 F i F l , b ) m , a ,Ž .  4i i i
Žba . < q 0V m [ X , H y m H a g R , b G 1, H g U .Ž . Ž . 4a a
The next lemma is well known. We prove it for completeness as we could
not find a proof in the literature.
qŽ . Ž .2.2 LEMMA. For m g X T , let I m be the left ideal of U generated by
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y m j V m . Then, D m ( UrI m .
Ž .Proof. Let ¤ be a highest weight vector in D m of weight m. Considerm
Ž . Ž .the U-module homomorphism U “ D m , u ‹ u¤ . As U¤ s D m andm m
Ž . Ž . Ž .I m ¤ s 0, this homomorphism yields a surjection UrI m “ D m . Bym
the universality of standard modules and the equivalence of categories
between locally finite U-modules and G-modules, it suffices to prove that
Ž . Ž .V m [ UrI m is finite dimensional.
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w x Ž .We prove this as in H2, 21.4 by showing that the weights of V m are
permuted by the Weyl group W associated to the root system R. Let
s g W be the simple reflection corresponding to a . Since W is generatedi i
Ž .by its simple reflections, we just need to prove that s n is a weight of V mi
Ž .whenever n is a weight of V m .
Ž . Žk . Žk .Take 0 / ¤ g V m . Our goal is to establish that X ¤ s Y ¤ s 0n i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .for k c 0. Then the vector exp X exp yY exp X ¤ will be a well-de-i i i
fined non-zero vector of weight s n . Note that n q ka is not a weight ofi i
Ž . Žk .V m for k large enough, so X ¤ s 0 for such k. To prove the claim fori
Y we may assume, using the PBW type basis for Uy, that ¤ s Y Žb1. ???i b1Žbm. Ž .  4Y q I m where b , . . . , b are the positive roots.b 1 mm
By induction on b q ??? qb we now show that Y Žk .Y Žb1. ??? Y Žbm. g1 m i b b1 m
Ž . Ž .I m if k ) 3 b q ??? qb q m . If b q ??? qb s 0 this is clear as1 m i 1 m
Žk . Ž .  < 4Y g I m for k ) m . For the inductive step, let r s min s b ) 0 . Toi i s
apply the inductive hypothesis it suffices to note that Y Žk .Y Žbr . is a lineari b r
combination of elements of the form u Y Žkyj. where j F 3b , whichj i r
w Ž .xfollows, for example, by K1, 1.8 ii .
Ž .Lemma 2.2 gives generators and relations for D m as a U-module.
Ž .However, to prove Theorem A, we need generators and relations for D m
as a Uq-module.
qŽ . yŽ . y2.3. LEMMA. For m g X T , let I m be the left ideal of U generated
Ž . Ž . y yŽ .yby Y m . Then, D m x ( U rI m .U
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let J m denote the left ideal of U generated by V m . Then,
Ž . Ž .Z m [ UrJ m is the Verma module of highest weight m. Using the PBW
y Ž . Ž .type bases, the map u : U “ Z m , Y ‹ Y q J m is an isomorphism of
y Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U -modules. Lemma 2.2 implies that D m ( Z m rF m where F m is
Ž . Ž . yŽ .the image of I m in Z m . So it suffices to show that u maps I m onto
Ž . Ž . y Ž . Ž .F m , or equivalently, that UY m ; U Y m q J m .
y q 0 w x 0We can write U s U U U by S, Theorem 2 . Clearly, elements of U
Ž .applied to the elements of Y m change them to proportional ones. So we
just need to prove that for any X g Uq, the element XY Žb. belongs toi
y Ž . Ž . ² k: Ža.U Y m q J m providing b ) m, a . We may assume that X s Xi a
for some a g Rq, a G 1. If a / a , the weight aa y ba is not a sum ofi i
Ža. Žb. Ž .negative roots, so X Y lies in J m . So we may assume that a s a isa i i
wa simple root, and moreover, by weights, that a F b. Then, using S,
xLemma 5 , we get
H y b y a q 2 aŽa. Žb. Žbya. iX Y q J m s Y q J mŽ . Ž .i i i ž /a
² k:m , a y b y aŽ .Žbya. is Y q J m .Ž .i ž /a
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² k: Žbya. Ž . ² k: ŽIf b y a ) m, a we have Y g Y m . Otherwise m, a y b yi i i
.a is a non-negative integer strictly less than a, so
² k:m , a y b y aŽ .i s 0.ž /a
qŽ . qŽ . q2.4. COROLLARY. For m g X T , let I m be the left ideal of U
Ž . Ž . q qŽ .qgenerated by X m . Then, D m x ( U rI yw m .U 0
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let n g N T be any representative of w g W s N T rT.0 G 0 G
This acts on U by the adjoint action Ad. Moreover, Ad n sends Uy0
q yŽ . qŽ .isomorphically onto U and I m isomorphically onto I yw m . Using0
these observations, the result follows immediately from Lemma 2.3.
Recall the definition of M m from the Introduction. Now we can provelym
Theorem A.
qŽ .2.5. THEOREM. Let l, m g X T , and M be any G-module. Then
Hom D l , M m = m ( M m .Ž . Ž .Ž .G lym
Proof. Let F be the one-dimensional Bq-module of weight l, and letl
A 1 Bq be the unipotent radical of Bq. Using the universality of standard
modules we get
Hom D l , M m = m ( Hom q F , M m = mŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G B l
A( M m = mŽ .Ž .Ž . l
U( Hom = m , M ,Ž .Ž . lA
Ž .Ž .where the last l-weight space is taken with respect to the action t ? w f
Ž y1 . Ž Ž .U . Ž .U Ž .Us tw t f for w g Hom = m , M , f g = m . Moreover, since = mA
Ž . q Ž . w x( D yw m and U ( Dist A , J, I.7.16 implies0
U
qHom = m , M ( Hom D yw m , M .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .lA U 0 l
Ž q .qThe natural isomorphism Hom U , M “ M combined with CorollaryU
2.4 induces an isomorphism
F : Hom q D yw m , M “ M m , w ‹ w ¤ ,Ž . Ž .Ž .U 0 ym
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Ž .where ¤ is a lowest weight vector in D yw m of weight ym. For t g Tym 0
Ž Ž . .qand a weight vector w g Hom D yw m , M ,U 0 l
t w ¤ s t w ty1 t¤ s t ? w t¤ s l y m t w ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /ym ym ym ym
Ž Ž . .qHence, F sends the l-weight space of Hom D yw m , M isomorphi-U 0
mŽ .cally onto the l y m -weight space of M .
3. PROOF OF THEOREM B
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem B, which ultimately is deduced as
a consequence of Steinberg's tensor product theorem. We continue with
the notation and assumptions from Section 2; in particular, G is semisim-
ple and simply connected.
qŽ .3.1. LEMMA. For n g X T and m G 0, n y w n h ma if and only if0 0
² k:n , a - m.0
² k: Ž .Proof. If n , a G m then n y ma is a weight of D n , hence0 0
Ž .n y ma G w n , which is the lowest weight of D n . Hence, n y w n G0 0 0
ma . Conversely, suppose n y w n G ma . Then n y w n s ma q k0 0 0 0 0
² k: ² k:where k is a sum of positive roots. Now, n y w n , a s m a , a q0 0 0 0
² k: ² k: ² k:k , a G m a , a s 2m. On the other hand, n y w n , a s0 0 0 0 0
² k: ² k: ² k: ² k: ² Ž y1 .k:n , a y w n , a s 2 n , a , since w n , a s n , w a0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
k k² Ž . : ² :s n , w a and w a s ya . Thus, n , a G m.0 0 0 0 0 0
qŽ . r Ž .3.2. LEMMA. Let l g X T be p -restricted, and ¤ g = l be a non-m n
zero weight ¤ector of weight m. If ¤ is annihilated by all X Žk . for allm a
1 F k - pr and all a g Rq, then m s l.
Proof. We let U denote the subalgebra of U generated byr
 Žk . Žk .4 q rX , Y , which is the algebra of distributions of G , the r tha a a g R , k - p r
Ž w x.Frobenius kernel of G see J, II.3 . The assumptions imply that the
U -module M generated by ¤ is non-zero and has all weights less than orr m
Ž . requal to m. Pick L n lying in the socle of M, so that n is p -restricted
with n F m. Certainly, m F l, so the result follows if we can show that
n s l.
Ž . Ž .For this, we claim that = l has simple socle L l as a U -module. Byr
w x Žthe argument of H1, Proposition 1.1 which proves the special case
. Ž .r s 1 , D l is generated as a U -module by any highest weight vector ofr
Ž .weight l. This easily implies that D l has simple head as a U -module,r
hence proving the claim on dualizing.
qŽ . r ² k:3.3. THEOREM. Fix m, n g X T where m is p -restricted and n , a0
r Ž . Ž . r- p . The socle of = m m = n is p -restricted.
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Ž . Ž . Žk .Proof. We say a vector ¤ g = m m = n is weakly primiti¤e if X ¤ sa
0 for all a g Rq and all k with 0 - k - pr. Fix a weakly primitive weight
Ž . Ž .vector ¤ g = m m = n of weight d . Write d s m q n y k for some
Ž .k g X T . We first claim that k F n y w n . Write0
¤ s x i m y jÝ dyg g
g , i , j
Ž .summing over g g X T and i, j over index sets I , J , respectively. In thisg g
 i 4  j4expression, x and y denote linearly independent vectors ofb ig I g jg Jb g
Ž . Ž .the weight spaces = m and = n , respectively. Let g be a minimalb g 0
weight such that J is non-empty. Then for any a g Rq and any k withg 0
0 - k - pr we have
0 s X Žk .¤a
s X Žk .x i m y jÝ Ž .a dyg g0 0
i , j
i jq a linear combination of vectors of the form x m y with g g g .b g 0
 j4 Žk . iWe conclude by linear independence of y that X x s 0 forg jg J a dygg 0
any a g Rq and 0 - k - pr. Since m is pr-restricted, it follows from
i Ž .Lemma 3.2 that x is a high weight vector in = m . Thus, d y g s m,dyg 00
Ž .hence g s d y m s n y k . This shows that n y k is a weight of = n , so0
n y k G w n , which implies the claim.0
Now, assume for a contradiction that the Steinberg tensor product
Ž . Ž X.w r x Ž . Ž . rL l m L l is a submodule of = m m = n for some p -restricted l
X q Ž .Xand some l / 0. Let ¤ and ¤ be high weight vectors of L l andl l
Ž X.w r x Ž r X. yXL l s L p l , respectively. Also let ¤ be the lowest weight vector ofl
Ž X.w r x q y ŽX XL l . Then both ¤ m ¤ and ¤ m ¤ are weakly primitive in the latterl l l l
.case, this follows by the definition of the action of U on Frobenius twists .
The weights of these two vectors are l q prlX and l q pr w lX, respectively.0
Set
l q prlX s m q n y k , l q pr w lX s m q n y k .1 0 2
rŽ XBy the claim, we have k F n y w n . On the other hand, k y k s p l2 0 2 1
X. r w xy w l G p a , the last inequality being true by K3, Lemma 1.5 . It0 0
follows that k G k q pra G pra , whence n y w n G pra . This contra-2 1 0 0 0 0
dicts the assumption on n because of Lemma 3.1.
3.4. COROLLARY. Let m be a dominant pr-restricted weight, and n be any
Ž . Ž .minuscule weight. If M is any submodule of = m then the socle of M m L n
r Ž . Ž . ris p -restricted. In particular, the socle of L m m L n is p -restricted.
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Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.3, since if n is minus-
k q² :cule then n , a is 0 or 1 for all a g R .
3.5. Remark. One might ask whether Theorem 3.3 is true more gener-
Ž . Ž .ally, namely, is it true that the socle of = m m = n is p-restricted as long
qŽ .as both m, n g X n are p-restricted. We give a counterexample which
shows that this is false in general. Consider the 2-restricted dominant
Ž .weights m s n s 3« q 2« q « for GL 4 . Put l s 6« q 3« q 2« q1 2 3 1 2 3
w x Ž . Ž .« . By the Littlewood]Richardson rule and W , the module = m m = n4
Ž .has a =-filtration, with = l as one of its quotients. Hence there exists a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .non-zero homomorphism from D l to = m m = n . However, = l is
w Ž .xirreducible in characteristic 2, as follows, e.g., from K2, 2.2 iv . So we get
Ž . Ž .a non-2-restricted irreducible module in the socle of = m m = n .
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS C AND D
Ž .From now on, we assume that G s GL n . In the notation from the
Ž .  < 4Introduction, the root system R ; X T is the set « y « 1 F i, j F n .i j
Ž . Žk . Žk .For i - j, we denote the root « y « by a i, j . Write E for X andi j i, j a Ž i, j.
F Žk . for Y Žk . . We fix an integer l G 0 throughout the section.i, j a Ž i, j.
Ž .Let P s LY be the standard parabolic subgroup of GL n , where
Ž . Ž . Ž .L ( GL n y 1 GL 1 embedded diagonally and Y is the unipotent radi-
Ž .cal generated by the root subgroups corresponding to the roots a i, n , for
Ž .i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1. Note that for any GL n -module N, the Y-fixed points
Y Y Ž .N of N are L-invariant, so we can regard N as a GL n y 1 -module in
Ž . qŽ .a natural way. Also, for l s l , . . . , l g X n , j g Z and any submod-1 n
Ž .ule M of = l , the jth le¤el of M is defined byn
M j [ M .[ n
Ž .ngX n ,
n sl qjn n
Ž .This is a weight space for the one-dimensional torus GL 1 that centralizes
Ž . Ž .GL n y 1 in GL n , so
M x ( M j.ÝG LŽny1.
jG0
qŽ . Ž Ž .4.1. LEMMA. Let l, m g X n . The dimension of Hom D m ,G LŽn. n
Ž . Ž ..= l m = yl« is 1 if m F l and l F m F l for i s 1, . . . , n y 1,n n n n iq1 i i
and is 0 otherwise.
w x Ž . Ž . w .xProof. By W , = l m = yl« has a good filtration, so J, II.4.16an n
Ž .implies that the Hom dimension is equal to the multiplicity of = m in an
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Ž . Ž .good filtration of = l m = yl« . Now the result follows, for example,n n
from the Littlewood]Richardson rule.
Ž .  4Let V be the natural GL n -module, and let f , . . . , f be the basis of1 n
U w Ž .x Ž .V dual to the canonical basis of V. By J, I.2.16 4 , the module = yl«n
lŽ U . Ž .is precisely the l th symmetric power S V . Let L n, l be the set of all
Ž .n-tuples l , . . . , l of non-negative integers with l q ??? ql s l . For1 n 1 n
Ž . Ž .b s b , . . . , b g L n, l , we set1 n
f s f b1 ??? f bn g S l V U ,Ž .b 1 n
E b s EŽ b1.EŽ b 2 . ??? EŽ b ny 1. g Dist GL n .Ž . Ž .Ž .1, n 2, n ny1, n
 < Ž .4 lŽ U .Then f b g L n, l is a basis for S V , and in particular, the set ofb
lŽ U . Ž .weights of S V is precisely the set yL n, l , all with multiplicity 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Also if b s b , . . . , b , g s g , . . . , g g L n, l , we write1 n 1 n
g g g1 ny1< <b s b q ??? qb , s ??? .1 ny1 ž / ž /ž / b bb 1 ny1
Then for 1 F r - s F n, t G 1, we have
b bt tr sŽ t . Ž t .E f s y1 f and F f s y1 f ,Ž . Ž .r , s b byta Ž r , s. r , s b bqta Ž r , s.ž / ž /t t
Žnote that
bi s 0 if b - t ,iž /t
so the right-hand sides above are interpreted as 0 if b - t or b - t,r s
.respectively .
Ž .  < Ž .4Let M be an arbitrary GL n -module. As f b g L n, l is a basis ofb
lŽ U . lŽ U .S V , any element w g M m S V can be written uniquely in the
form
w s w m f .Ý b b
Ž .bgL n , r
We refer to w as the b-component of w. Define a linear mapb
e : M “ M m S l V U , ¤ ‹ E b ¤ m f .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý b
Ž .bgL n , l
Ž . Ž4.2. LEMMA. For any GL n -module M, the map e is an injecti¤e GL n
.y 1 -module homomorphism.
Proof. Clearly, e is linear. It is injective since the l« -component ofn
Ž . X q Ž .e ¤ is ¤ . Let B be the subgroup B l GL n y 1 of all upper triangular
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Ž . Xmatrices in GL n y 1 , and W be the subgroup of all permutation
Ž . X X Ž .matrices in GL n y 1 . As B and W generate GL n y 1 , it suffices to
prove that e is both a BX-homomorphism and a W X-homomorphism.
To prove that e is a W X-homomorphism take s to be a permutation of
 41, . . . , n y 1 and denote by the same letter s the corresponding permu-
tation matrix. Then
s e ¤ s s E b ¤ m f s s E b ¤ m s fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýb b
Ž . Ž .bgL n , l bgL n , l
s s E b sy1s ¤ m fŽ .Ž .Ý sb
Ž .bgL n , l
s E sb s ¤ m f s e s ¤ .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý sb
Ž .bgL n , l
To prove that e is a BX-homomorphism, we first note that it is a T-homo-
morphism, which follows from the fact that for ¤ g M , the restriction ofm
Ž Ž . .the weight of any E b ¤ m f to T is the same as the restriction of m.b
Ž Ž t . . Ž t . Ž .So, it suffices to prove that e E ¤ s E e ¤ for any ¤ g M, 1 F r - sr , s r , s
F n y 1, and t ) 0. First, we note that for m G 0, the commutator
w xformula from S, Lemma 15 implies that
EŽm.E b s EŽm.EŽ b s.E b y b a s, nŽ . Ž .Ž .r , s r , s s , n s
Ž .min m , bs
Ž i. Ž b yi. Žmyi.ss E E E E b y b a s, nŽ .Ž .Ý r , n s , n r , s s
is0
Ž .min m , bs
Ž i. Žmyi.s E E b y ia s, n EŽ .Ž .Ý r , n r , s
is0
Ž .min m , bs i q br Žmyi.s E b q ia r , s E .Ž .Ž .Ý r , sž /iis0
Hence,
EŽ t . e ¤ s EŽ t . E b ¤ m fŽ . Ž .Ž .Ýr , s r , s b
Ž .bgL n , l
s EŽm.E b ¤ m EŽ tym. fŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý r , s r , s b
Ž .bgL n , l ,
0FmFt
Ž .min m , bs b i q btym r rs y1Ž .Ý Ý ž / ž /t y m iŽ . is0bgL n , l
0FmFt
= E b q ia r , s EŽmyi.¤ m f .Ž .Ž .Ž .r , s byŽ tym.a Ž r , s.
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Ž .Fix any g g L n, l . Then the g-component of the above expression is
Ž Ž ..min m , g y tymt s g q t y m i q g q t y mtym r ry1Ž .Ý Ý ž / ž /t y m iŽ . is0msmax 0, tygs
= E g q t y m q i a r , s EŽmyi.¤ ,Ž . Ž .Ž . r , s
which equals
t
Ž j.c E g q t y j a r , s E ¤ ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j r , s
Ž .jsmax 0, tygs
where
t g q t y jg q t y mtym rrc s y1 .Ž .Ýj ž / ž /m y jt y mmsj
An elementary substitution now shows that c s 0 if j - t. Hence, thej
Ž t . Ž t . Ž t .Ž . Ž . Ž .g-component is E g E ¤ , proving that E e ¤ s e E ¤ .r , s r , s r , s
Ž . Ž lŽ U ..Y Ž .4.3. LEMMA. For any GL n -module M we ha¤e M m S V : e M .
Ž lŽ U ..YProof. Let w s Ý w m f g M m S V . We have to showb g LŽn, l . b b
that
w s E g w ,Ž .g l« n
Ž . < < < <for any l g L n, l . We prove this by induction on g . If g s 0, the
< <result is clear. Let g ) 0. Considering the l« -component of the equa-n
Ž .tion E g w s 0 gives
< <by1 E g y b w s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý b
bUg
where b U g means b F g , . . . , b F a . Now the induction hy-1 1 ny1 ny1
pothesis gives us
< < < <b g0 s y1 E g y b E b w q y1 wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l« gn
b$g
g< < < <b gs y1 E g w q y1 w .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l« gnž /bb$g
g< b <Ž . Ž .The lemma now follows from the identity Ý y1 s 0.bUg b
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Ž . 0 l4.4. LEMMA. Let M be a submodule of = l . Let ¤ g M [ ??? [ M .n
Ž . Ž lŽ U ..YThen e ¤ g M m S V .
Proof. Let 1 F r - n and t ) 0. Then
EŽ t . e ¤ s EŽ t . E b ¤ m fŽ . Ž .Ž .Ýr , n r , n b
Ž .bgL n , l
t
Ž tym. Žm.s E E b ¤ m E fŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý r , n r , n b
Ž . ms0bgL n , l
Ž .min t , br t y m q brs E b q t y m a r , n ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý ž /ž /t y mŽ . ms0bgL n , l
m brm y1 f .Ž . bym a Ž r , n.ž /ž /m
Ž .Let g g L n, l . The g-component of the expression above is
Ž .min t , gn t q gm g q mr ry1 E g q ta r , n ¤ .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ž /ž / mt y mms0
Ž Ž ..If t ) g then g q ??? qg q t ) l , so E g q ta r, n ¤ s 0 as ¤ be-n 1 ny1
longs to the top l levels. Otherwise,
t t q gm g q mr ry1 s 0,Ž .Ý ž /ž / mt y mms0
which completes the proof.
Ž .4.5. THEOREM. Let M be any submodule of = l and let e denote then
0 l 0restriction of e to M [ ??? [ M . Then e is an isomorphism between M
l Ž lŽ U ..Y Ž .[ ??? [ M and M m S V as GL n y 1 -modules.
Proof. Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4 imply that e is a well-defined injective
Ž .homomorphism of GL n y 1 -modules. To prove that it is surjective, take
Ž lŽ U ..Y Ž . Ž .¤ g M m S V of weight n s n , . . . , n . By Lemma 4.3, ¤ s e ¤ ,1 n l« n
so it remains to show that ¤ lies in the first l levels of M. Suppose forl« n
a contradiction this is false, and choose ¤ , n so that n is maximal in the
dominance order subject to the condition ¤ f M 0 [ ??? [ M l.l« n
Ž .If ¤ is a GL n y 1 highest weight vector, then by Lemma 4.2,l« n
Ž . Ž .¤ s e ¤ is a GL n y 1 highest weight vector, which by assumption isl« n
Ž .Y-invariant. Hence, ¤ is a GL n highest weight vector so, using the
universality of standard modules, Lemma 4.1 implies that n F l . But then n
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weight of ¤ is n q l« , so this contradicts the assumption ¤ f M 0l« n l«n n
[ ??? [ M l.
Ž .So, ¤ is not a GL n y 1 -highest weight vector, so we can find somel« n
1 F i - j - n, k ) 0 such that EŽk .¤ / 0. Applying the injective map e,i, j l« n
this implies that EŽk .¤ / 0. As EŽk .¤ is Y-invariant, the maximality of ni, j i, j
now implies that EŽk .¤ g M 0 [ ??? [ M l. But again this implies thati, j l« n
0 l¤ g M [ ??? [ M , giving the desired contradiction.l« n
qŽ . Ž .4.6. COROLLARY. Fix l, m g X n and a submodule M F = l . Then
restriction of the map e from Theorem 4.5 gi¤es a bijection between the
Ž . 0 lGL n y 1 -highest weight ¤ectors in M [ ??? [ M of weight m q l« andn
Ž . lŽ U .the GL n -highest weight ¤ectors in M m S V of weight m.
lŽ U .Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.5 since a vector ¤ g M m S V
Ž . Ž .is GL n -primitive if and only if it is GL n y 1 -primitive and lies in
Ul YŽ Ž ..M m S V .
qŽ . Ž .4.7. THEOREM. Fix l, m g X n and a submodule M F = l . Letn
Ž .m s m , . . . , m .1 ny1
Ž . Ž Ž . l Ž U ..i If m F l then Hom D m , M m S V (n n G L Ž n . n
lqm yln nŽ Ž . .Hom D m , M .G LŽny1. ny1
Ž . Ž Ž . l Ž U ..ii If m s l then Hom L m , M m S V (n n G L Ž n . n
lŽ Ž . .Hom L m , M .G LŽny1. ny1
Ž . Ž .Proof. i A vector ¤ g M has GL n -weight m q l« if and only if itn
lqm yln nŽ .has GL n y 1 -weight m and lies in M . Since m F l , suchn n
vectors lie in the first l levels of M. So Corollary 4.6 now implies that
Ž .there is a bijection between the GL n y 1 -highest weight vectors of
lqm yln nŽ Ž .. Ž .T l GL n y 1 -weight m in M and the GL n -highest weight
lŽ U .vectors in M m S V of weight m. The result now follows using the
universality of standard modules.
Ž . Ž .ii Suppose now that m s l . In view of i , it suffices to show thatn n
Ž . la GL n y 1 -highest weight vector ¤ g M of weight m q l« generatesn
Ž . Ž . Ž . lŽ U .an irreducible GL n y 1 -module if and only if e ¤ g M l m S Vn
Ž .generates an irreducible GL n -module. Equivalently, applying Theorem
Ž .4.5, we need to prove that a GL n y 1 -highest weight vector w in
Ž lŽ U ..Y Ž .M m S V of weight m generates an irreducible GL n y 1 -module if
Ž . Ž .and only if it generates an irreducible GL n -module. If the GL n -highest
Ž .weight vector w generates an irreducible GL n -module then it certainly
Ž . w xgenerates an irreducible GL n y 1 -module by J, II.2.11 .
lŽ U . Ž .Conversely, let w g M m S V be a GL n -highest weight vector of
Ž .weight m that generates a reducible GL n -module. Then, we can find an
Ž Ž .. Žk .operator Y in the negative part of Dist GL n generated by all F suchi, j
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Ž .that Yw g M is a non-zero GL n -highest weight vector of weight n - m.
Observe that n G m s l , while by Lemma 4.1, n F l . Thus, n s l ,n n n n n n n
Ž Ž .. Žso by weights Y lies in Dist GL n y 1 . But this implies that the GL n y
.1 -module generated by w is also reducible as required.
Ž . wWe remark that Theorem 4.7 i can also be deduced from BK1, Corol-
x Ž .lary 2.10 . Part ii is certainly false if we try to weaken the assumption to
Ž .m F l . Theorem C follows from Theorem 4.7 ii :n n
qŽ . n Ž4.8. COROLLARY. Fix l, m g X n with l s m . Let l s Ý l yn n is1 i
. Ž . Ž .m and m s m , . . . , m . For any submodule M of = l ,i 1 ny1 n
UlHom L m , M m S V ( Hom L m , M x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .G LŽn. n G LŽny1. ny1 G LŽny1.
Ž .Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.7 ii since the jth
j qŽ .level M is the sum of all weight spaces M with n g X n satisfyingn
n q ??? qn s l q ??? ql y j.1 ny1 1 ny1
Ž . qŽ .Finally, we deduce Theorem D. For any l s l , . . . , l g X n ,1 n
U Ž .we write l for the dominant weight yw l s yl , yl , . . . , yl g0 n ny1 1
qŽ .X n .
qŽ . qŽ .4.9. THEOREM. Fix any l g X n and m g X n y 1 with l F miq1 i
qŽ . Ž .F l for i s 1, . . . , n y 1. Let m s m , . . . , m , l g X n and l sÄi 1 ny1 n
Ž . qŽ .l , . . . , l g X n y 1 . Then,1 ny1
Hom L m , = l xŽ . Ž .Ž .G LŽny1. ny1 n G LŽny1.
U U( Hom D l , L m x .Ž .Ž . ÄŽ .G LŽny1. ny1 n G LŽny1.
U UŽ . ŽProof. We note that l s yl , . . . , yl and m s yl , ym ,Än 2 n ny1
n. Ž .. . . , ym . Let g s m, g s m and l s Ý l y g . Arguing as in Corol-Ä1 is1 i i
lary 4.8, it suffices to prove that
l lqm ylU U 1 1Hom L g , = l (Hom D l , L g .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž / ž /G LŽny1. ny1 n G LŽny1. ny1 n
Using Theorem 4.7 and the fact that m F l , we have that1 1
l UlHom L g , = l (Hom L g , = l m S VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /G LŽny1. ny1 n G LŽn. n n
(Hom D lU , L g U mS l V UŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .G LŽn. n n
lqm ylU U 1 1(Hom D l , L gŽ .Ž .ž /G LŽny1. ny1 n
as claimed.
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